
Brand Trust in the News: December 17 – 24 
 

Establishing Consumer Trust Should Be a Priority for 
Brands This Holiday Season 
December 19, 2018 – 2018 has seen a lot of faltering trust. It’s been a tough couple of years for trust 
across the globe. Trust in government, nonprofits, executive leadership, media and brands is at an all-
time low, with some researchers calling it an outright collapse of societal norms. The spread of 
misinformation has exacerbated the situation, as mega platforms like Facebook fight public battles over 
fake news, platform abuse and more. Most brands are already reeling the fallout. And if they aren’t, this 
holiday season will make the most seasoned brand and marketing pros sweat. After all, there’s $1.1 
trillion on the line, at least according to recent research from Deloitte. Read more in ADWEEK.  
 

Transparency Is Key to Building Trust in Business 
December 20, 2018 – When an employee expresses such profound trust in his organization, it helps to 
engender trust among consumers, too. These days, though, many CEOs worry that confidence is waning. 
PwC’s 21st Global CEO Survey found that most CEOs (65 percent globally) are concerned about declining 
trust in business, even though only 18 percent think it’s a problem for their own organization. But all 
CEOs should be thinking about how to build trust — with customers, shareholders, and employees — 
and they should start by being more transparent. Read more in strategy + business.  
 

Data Monetization: Gaining, and Maintaining, a 
Competitive Edge in the Age of Amazon and Era of 
Consumer Trust 
December 20, 2018 – Though an increasing number of change advocates across the retail industry 
recognize the advantages of monetizing data, for everything from adapting business models for e-
Commerce to measuring brand sentiment, not all retailers have successfully kept pace with the changing 
landscape, and there is more to be learned by all. Those who do “get it” are helping their company 
leverage this revenue stream in new ways, to compete and differentiate themselves in the competitive 
retail ecosystem, and are doing so while keeping consumer trust and transparency top of mind. Here’s 
how. Read more in Retail Touch Points.  
 

Hootsuite: Social Media Marketing In 2019 Will Be About 
Trust 
December 21, 2018 – Consumers turn to social media for personal interactions and that includes brands. 
Marketers will need to earn and maintain trust, while remaining agile to new sharing formats on social, 
according to Hootsuite’s annual trends report. Brands will need to rebuild consumer trust as they 
become acutely aware of how data is used—or misused—among social media giants worldwide. 
Consumers are trusting brands less and less, turning instead to friends and family for authentic 
interactions. Read more in a.list daily. 
 

https://www.adweek.com/brand-marketing/establishing-consumer-trust-should-be-a-priority-for-brands-this-holiday-season/
https://www.strategy-business.com/blog/Transparency-Is-Key-to-Building-Trust-in-Business?gko=64a4d&utm_source=itw&utm_medium=20190103&utm_campaign=resp
https://www.retailtouchpoints.com/features/executive-viewpoints/data-monetization-gaining-and-maintaining-a-competitive-edge-in-the-age-of-amazon-and-era-of-consumer-trust
https://www.alistdaily.com/lifestyle/hootsuite-social-media-marketing/


As Scandals Mount, Advertisers Begin to Question 
Facebook's Value 
December 21, 2018 – Facebook has suffered a near nonstop drip of bad news in 2018, and with each 
event advertisers have barely uttered a peep while continuing to spend. But this week, with yet another 
revelation about the company's past data practices, one agency chief finally said enough is enough, 
while other ad agency senior executives say they are questioning how much consumers continue to 
trust Facebook and whether advertisements on the social network continue to be effective. Read more 
in NBCNews. 
 
 

https://www.nbcnews.com/news/all/scandals-mount-advertisers-begin-question-facebook-s-value-n951131
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